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+Time, Language, and Cognition

■ Time: 

■ An immediate human experience

■ Language: 

■ How do we express time in different languages?



+Back to the Future Grammar!

Sheldon: Is placed the right tense for something that would’ve happened 
in the future of a past that was affected by something from the future?

Leonard: ...... Had will have placed?

Sheldon: That’s my boy!



+Arrival



+Arrival

■ Aliens: a written language of complicated circular symbols

■ As Louise gets more proficient, time becomes non-linear to her

■ The alien language changes the mind's perception of time



+Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis

■ aka Linguistic Relativity

■ “The structure of a language affects its speakers' world view” 

■ A popular idea……

■ “Whorfian” TED talks

■ Could Your Language Affect Your Ability to Save Money, 
by Keith Chen

■ Grammar, Identity, and the Dark Side of the Subjunctive, 
by Phuc Tran

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language


+Wait a minute!

■ Do we actually “perceive” the world differently? 

■ Mixed experimental results

■ Issues of generalisability & replicability

■ Is it because of the language we speak?

■ Correlation ≠ Causality



+Time, Language, and Cognition

■ Time: 

■ An immediate human experience

■ Language: 

■ How do we express time in different languages?

■ Cognition: 

■ How do we perceive time?

■ How do we process temporal information?



+ Overview

■ Expressing Time in Language: English

■ Tense in Languages of the World

■ Lifetime Effects

■ The Processing of Tense:

■ Psycholinguistic techniques

■ English vs. Mandarin Chinese

■ Tense and Universal Grammar?
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+Expressing Time in English

■ Adverbials

■ last week, three years ago

■ today, now

■ Aspectual markers

■ progressive: V-ing

■ completive: have V-ed

■ Predicates

■ have blue eyes

■ be happy, be busy

■ Tense

■ It is raining.

■ It rained.

■ Contextual information

■ Sequential

■ Simultaneous



+Tense

■ “Grammatical expression of temporal relations”

■ Past, Present, Future

■ How many tenses are there in English?

■ Syntactically: V-ed, V, will V/be going to V

■ Morphologically: V-ed, V

■ English tense is more sensitive to the distinction 
between Past vs. Non-Past



+Going beyond English

■ Guided by two questions:

■ What does a language “without tense” look like?

■ Is tense only a category of verbs?



+Tenseless languages (?)

■ But what does it even mean?

■ A “classic” example: Mandarin Chinese

■ Is such a language easier to learn? Or is there some kind 
of “hidden complexity”……



+Fun Facts about Chinese

■ A logographic writing system!

■ “Chinese has very few grammatical inflections — it 
possesses no tenses…… and only a few articles.”

■ A few hundred classifiers!

■ Happy days, amirite? Well……

■ Four-five tones!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_inflection


+Expressing Time in Chinese

■ Tense?

■ Adverbials

■ Aspectual markers

■ Context

■ Default viewpoint 

■ progressive: zai 

■ completive: guo, le

(1)   zuotian/jintian,     mali     zai       xue-xi

        Yesterday/Today,  Mary   PROG study

       ‘Yesterday/Today, Mary was/is studying.’
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Courtesy of “Steve the 
vagabond and silly linguist”



+Nominal Tense

(1)  qabqabashá-dii     shálay
       arrests-detF[+PAST]     yesterday
       ‘Yesterday’s arrests’

   

(2) Árday-gii                  wúu      wanaagsanaa
      student-detM[+PAST]     F.3MS      good[+PAST]
      ‘The student was good (on Monday).’     

■ Somali

■ an Afroasiatic language 

■ Eastern Africa

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afroasiatic_languages


+What does tense do?
■ How do we use tense to guide temporal interpretation in 

our daily conversation?



+

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-strikes-awkward-tone--and-resurrects-frederick-douglass--in-black-
history-month-speech/2017/02/01/d979d150-e8cd-11e6-bf6f-301b6b443624_story.html?tid=a_inl&utm_term=.dddfea67f1b2



+ Lifetime Effects
20

■ Mary is from California

■ John had blue eyes 

■ Contradictory lifetime inferences:

■ Mary and John #are/??were both from California.

■ Sentences like these give rise to inferences about the life/
death of individual(s) in the subject position

■ Past tense for the dead, present tense for the living 



+ What about tenseless languages?
21

■ Chinese copular shi admits both past and present 
interpretations 

(1) mali      shi     yi-wei                 yingguo   zuojia
      Mary    BE    one-Classifier     British     writer
      ‘Mary is/was a British writer.’

(2) aiyinsitan      he     huojin          dou      shi       wulixuejia
      Einstein        and   Hawking      both    BE       physicist
      ‘Einstein and Hawking both BE physicists.’

■ Perfectly grammatical in Chinese, although (1) is 
ambiguous and (2) is not quite translatable



+ Crowdsourcing linguistic data
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■ Instead of relying on just one or two linguists’ 
intuition…… Amazon Mechanical Turk!

■ e.g. My three-month-old niece Jenny always cries for 
her mother every time she wakes up. Sadly, her mother 
died during childbirth and never got to hold the girl.

■ Critical sentence: 

■ English: They both | have | blue eyes.

■ Chinese: They both | HAVE | blue eyes.



+ Acceptability Judgement
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+ Self-Paced Reading

■ Participants read sentences word-by-word or phrase-
by-phrase at their own pace, pressing a button to get 
the next word/phrase displayed. 

■ The response time taken to read each word/phrase 
gives an indication of the processing difficulty at 
each stage
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+ “As time goes by”*
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*Inspired (in part) by Norbert Hornstein’s book As Time Goes By
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Zooming in……



+ Revisiting Tense in Chinese
28

■ Linguistically, the Chinese copular is not sensitive 
to the distinction between the past and the present

■ Real-time representation requires extra effort in 
cases of “contradictory lifetime inferences”

■ Is Chinese really ‘tenseless’?

■ Judgements may fail to reflect processing 
difficulty; difficulty in processing does not 
necessarily result in ungrammaticality



+ Tense and Universal Grammar
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■ Universal Grammar:

■ The acquisition paradox: how do 
children acquire languages so 
quickly/effortlessly, given the very 
limited/noisy linguistic input they 
receive? How do they learn to say 
things they have never heard of 
before?

■ Language faculty in our brain

■ A template with various 
parameters (e.g. tense)



+ Tense and Universal Grammar
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■ Things we know for sure: 

■ All languages express time

■ Things that are still under debate: 

■ Do all languages have tense? Traditionally, no

■ Case re-opened with new evidence from Chinese



+ Thank you!

Contact
Website: sherrychen.org
Twitter: @linguistsherry
Email: yong.chen@lincoln.ox.ac.uk


